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Foiling Week 2021

Scoring Inquiry

Inquiry No: 07
Course:
Race No: 1
Posted Score:
Protest Party: Moth - FRA 3231 - Callum Wyper

Scoring Inquiry:
On the first race of the day the official results claim that i did not compete (dnc). I am shocked by this result as i finished around
the middle of the fleet. At the end of the first lap i looked at the committee and there wasn't a blue flag displayed anywhere so i
assumed i had to do a second lap however a black and white flag was displayed. The group of boats behind me also did the
same as me and i assume they also got dnc's. Later in the racing i understood that what was supposed to be a blue flag had
been replaced without announcement by a black and white chequered flag. In the first race i was therefore unaware of the arrival
of the leaders as the wrong flags were displayed. I am therefore asking for a redress to be placed at the least before the boats
that only completed one lap. I cannot remember the numbers on the boats that finished around me but i assume they were also
noted dnc. 

Witnesses:
I dont have any witnesses but i believe that the other dnc's will comply with my request.

Response Title:
Corrected Score: 38
Again: We are sorry about your shocking. You are 100 boats, we are just few people, a mistake is human. Sorry about. 
We listed again the registrations of the laps and we found you and you are now in the results. 
You are now 38th. 
Again, we are sorry.
Again, we are few, you are a lots, we need time to process all your requests. Your has been accepted. 
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